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GRIN Verlag. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 24 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x 5.8in. x
0.1in.Seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject Politics - International Politics - Topic:
International Organisations, grade: 1, 0, Arizona State University (School Of Politics And Global
Studies), course: International Relations of Asia, language: English, abstract: In 2007, the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) had its 40th anniversary and ratified in the same year its first
annual charter which adjusted the organizations principles towards a more rule-based regional
community (i. e. in the fields of politicalsecurity, economy and social-culture) with increased
institutional instruments such as dispute settlements and international law discretionary (see
below). Coincidently in the same year, one of the newest members of ASEAN, Myanmar, caused
world-wide attention with its brutal crack down of a peaceful monk-led demonstration against the
ruling military junta. While these two events happen to happen coincidently, it indicates the huge
contradiction and paradoxical circumstances within ASEAN. Especially, since it was not the first
time that Myanmar was the reason for internal disputes and anger over the behaviour of one of the
organizations members. Moreover, the organisation embarrassed itself due to its inability to deal
properly with the problem...
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I just started out looking over this ebook. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. You are going to like the way the blogger publish this book.
-- Mica ela  K utch-- Mica ela  K utch

This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern really properly and helpful. I am very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a
published publication.
-- Ma ude Ritchie-- Ma ude Ritchie
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